
Academic History Work Team Agenda 
Tuesday, May 26, 2015 

2:00 – 3:00 PM 
 

Audio info: 1-800-893-8850, PIN 6384637 
 
Attendees: Pete, Trisha, Brandon, Holly, Mary, Jane, Jan 
 

1. Discuss making some changes to SFP2AGP for the auto grade rolling process (Brandon) 
a. Parameter 02 (Campus Code): change to allow multiple All in favor (phase I). 
b. Parameter 05 (Grade Mode): change to allow multiple All in favor (phase I). 
c. Parameter 06 (Registration Voice Status): move as an option in Parameter 05 Possible phase II 

change – Would it be possible to run SFP2AGP once with A and N in parameter 5 and W in 
parameter 6? If not possible or too complicated, leave as is. 

 
Brandon to write TR. 

 
2. TRs 302 and 303 (i.e. testing SHR2STE). Have UAS/UAF had an opportunity to start testing?   

 
I confused everyone by listing the wrong report in the agenda. I proceeded to confuse everyone even more 
when I told Barb – nope, the agenda is correct. My apologies!  
 
Please test SHR2STE in LRGP at your earliest convenience, and let me know if you have any questions. 
Based on my testing, it’s pulling all the information we currently get from SHR9STD/SHR2STD/SHR2DCL plus 
all the additional information we requested in TRs 302/303. 

 
3. Nightly processes 
 

a. From Russell 5/15: 
 
SI-SHRROLL_C - Anchorage's scheduled chain, runs M-F starting at 11:59PM. These are run sequentially. 

1. SFP2AGP - Runs SFP2AGP for only campus A for 'W' type RSTS codes, for 5 most recent sequential 
terms, excluding yearlong, automatically generated based on STVTERM start dates. 201501 - 201303. 

2. SHRROLL - Runs SHRROLL for campuses A, P, J, K, T, I, D, V for five most recent sequential terms, 
excluding yearlong, automatically generated based on STVTERM start dates. 201501 - 201303. 

3. SHRRPTS - Runs SHRRPTS for only the UA level, with one manually updated term code, currently 
201501. 

4. SHRRPTS - Runs SHRRPTS for only the GA level, with a shared term code with (3). 
5. SHRCGPA - Runs SHRCGPA (campus-agnostic) for 12 most recent sequential terms, including 

yearlong, automatically generated based on STVTERM start dates. 201501 - 201202. 

SI-SHRROLL_UAF_C - Fairbanks's scheduled chain, runs M-F starting at 2AM. These are run sequentially. 

1. SHRROLL - Runs SHRROLL for campuses 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, F, L, N, Z, 6, X, Y with one manually updated 
term code, currently 201501. 

2. SHR9GPA - Runs SHR9GPA for campuses 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, F, L, N, X, Y, Z with one manually updated 
term code, currently 201501. 

…I think we could replace all that with a single scheduled chain containing 1. SHRROLL for everyone, followed 
immediately by 2. SHRCGPA for everyone. We could then look at the [other] pieces left over from the first 
chain on their own and determine if, how, and when they need to be scheduled, independent of the system-
wide stuff. 
 
Can we all agree on a scheduled chain? Discuss locally and then bring back to team next meeting. 



One thing I forgot to mention during the call… SHRCGPA works exactly like SHR9GPA but recalcs GPAs for 
all levels (hence Russell’s reference to campus-agnostic) while SHR9GPA recalcs for specific campuses. 
SHRCGPA could be run every night at the end of the chain with no campus specifications and would cover 
every campus. 

 
4. Any interest in allowing students to order directly from Parchment? 

 
UAS not in favor. Lindsey to follow up with Barb for specific concerns. UAA (Lindsey) is interested and UAF 
may be interested based on feedback from Parchment. Lindsey will ask Parchment 1) can we customize the 
language a student would see when Parchment “rejected” their request to create an account because they 
couldn’t be verified against Banner and 2) what information does Parchment authenticate against? Can we 
customize it to suit our security needs? 
 

5. Faculty grade entry upgrade. Jane emailed release guide and handbook. Hoping to apply in 
PROD in October. 

 
Review guides/handbook to see what’s coming with the FGE upgrade. 
 

6. Brandon to write TR to modify “Display transcript” at the top of the unofficial transcript students see in 
UAOnline to ready “Display University of Alaska Unofficial Transcript” 

 
Pending Business 

1. TR 184 – Nightly grade roll. UAA, UAS and UAF have all confirmed this process is not working in 
PROD for all withdrawal codes with the exception of WW. Matt is researching. Chris Young assisting.  

 
Tabled 

1. Checking relationship flag on ENTERGRADES in SOAFACS so that all instructors of record may enter 
grades - Discuss how to capture the instructor that entered grades with Jane and work with her team to 
test any necessary mods.   

 


